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Red Street Garage has 9 used cars for sale. Fairwheel Garage has 15 used cars for sale. The mean age
of the cars in Red Street Garage is 3.6 years and the standard deviation is 1.925 years. In Fairwheel
Garage, Σ x = 64 and Σ x2 = 352, where x is the age of a car in years.
(i) Find the mean age of all 24 cars.

[2]

(ii) Find the standard deviation of the ages of all 24 cars.

[4]

Fahad has 4 different coloured pairs of shoes (white, red, blue and black), 3 different coloured pairs
of jeans (blue, black and brown) and 7 different coloured tee shirts (red, orange, yellow, blue, green,
white and purple).
(i) Fahad chooses an outfit consisting of one pair of shoes, one pair of jeans and one tee shirt. How
many different outfits can he choose?
[1]
(ii) How many different ways can Fahad arrange his 3 jeans and 7 tee shirts in a row if the two blue
items are not next to each other?
[2]

Fahad also has 9 different books about sport. When he goes on holiday he chooses at least one of
these books to take with him.
(iii) How many different selections are there if he can take any number of books ranging from just
one of them to all of them?
[3]

3

The following cumulative frequency table shows the examination marks for 300 candidates in
country A and 300 candidates in country B.
< 10

< 20

< 35

< 50

< 70

< 100

Cumulative frequency, A

25

68

159

234

260

300

Cumulative frequency, B

10

46

72

144

198

300

Mark

(i) Without drawing a graph, show that the median for country B is higher than the median for
country A.
[2]
(ii) Find the number of candidates in country A who scored between 20 and 34 marks inclusive. [1]
(iii) Calculate an estimate of the mean mark for candidates in country A.
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Tim throws a fair die twice and notes the number on each throw.
(i) Tim calculates his final score as follows. If the number on the second throw is a 5 he multiplies
the two numbers together, and if the number on the second throw is not a 5 he adds the two
numbers together. Find the probability that his final score is
(a) 12,

[1]

(b) 5.

[3]

(ii) Events A, B, C are defined as follows.

A: the number on the second throw is 5
B: the sum of the numbers is 6
C: the product of the numbers is even
By calculation find which pairs, if any, of the events A, B and C are independent.

5

[5]

The random variable X is normally distributed with mean µ and standard deviation 41 µ . It is given
that P(X > 20) = 0.04.
(i) Find µ .

[3]

(ii) Find P(10 < X < 20).

[3]

(iii) 250 independent observations of X are taken. Find the probability that at least 235 of them are
less than 20.
[5]

6

The probability that Sue completes a Sudoku puzzle correctly is 0.75.
(i) Sue attempts n Sudoku puzzles. Find the least value of n for which the probability that she
completes all n puzzles correctly is less than 0.06.
[3]

Sue attempts 14 Sudoku puzzles every month. The number that she completes successfully is denoted
by X .
(ii) Find the value of X that has the highest probability. You may assume that this value is one of the
two values closest to the mean of X .
[3]
(iii) Find the probability that in exactly 3 of the next 5 months Sue completes more than 11 Sudoku
puzzles correctly.
[5]
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